2016 Livestock Book Awards & Skillathon Outstanding of the Days


**Beef Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% Interview & Book):** Matthew Goddard, Hadley LeVan, Owen McGuire, Colby Watson, Tanner Workman


**Dairy Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% on Interview & Book):** Matt Goddard, Cale Hall, Madison Honeycutt, Maile Moyer, Heath Starkey, Gloria Terry

**Horse Book Awards:** Ayla Bailey, Samantha Bair, Alison Bair, Kamryn Beaver, Chloe Bender, Madison Bender, Anna Cole, Rachel Davis, Faith Denkewalter, Jacquie Farmer, Madeline Fernandez, Layne Green, Hayley Hanson, Kaylee Harrison, Savannah Harrison, Alexis Hart, Kourtney Hilliard, Brycen Howard, Reagan Huxley, Addie Johnson, Ava Johnson, Peyton Kerns, Alia Kimbler, Kaylyn Lee, Mia LeMay, Bailee Magnuson, Darcy Mitchell, Jeannie Nesbitt, Emily Nigh, Logan Pelfrey, Lexy Salyer, Grace Serna, Jenna Sindle, Katie Sindle, Leaira Smith, Michele Smith, Brayden Stouffer, Sutton Stouffer, Bree Stouffer, Bronwyn Walker, Hannah Walls, Kasilyn Watters, Wyat Woodburn, Kierstyn Zizzo

**Horse Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% Interview & Book):** Hayley Harrison, Darcy Mitchell, Logan Pelfrey, Katie Sindle, Brayden Stouffer, Bree Stouffer

**Llama/Alpaca Book Awards:** Kyle Boyd, Benjamin Hillman, Hannah Jones, Gabriel Lusk, Leah Lusk, Johnathan Reed

**Llama/Alpaca Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% Interview & Book):** Benjamin Hillman, Gabriel Lusk, Leah Lusk

Poultry Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% on Interview & Book): Emily Asbury, Lilly Gaertner, Brandi Powell, Shelby Stevenson, Gloria Terry


Sheep & Goat Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% on Interview & Book): Gannon Arnett, Ashton Arnett, Megan Barthauer, Lauren Barthauer, Jennifer Basil, Jace Caudill, Emmalee Cecil, Nate Culp, Addie DeLong, Morgan Hamby, Lane Hollingsworth, Tiana Johnson, Owen McGuire, Cora McWhinney, Kyndall Metz, Kaitlyn Metz, Kayleigh Metz, Bradley Neu, Joshua Porter, Brandi Powell, Ava Prince, Ariana Spina, Chloe Thomas, Emma Violet, Matthew Wallen

Underwood, Paige Underwood, Caleb Walding, Bradley Walls, Gus Ward, Zachary Warner, David Weinert, Samuel Wilhelm, Joe Williams, Dena Wilson, Elyse Wilson, Dori Wilson, Jack Wing, Jake Woodruff

Swine Outstanding of the Day Skillathon (100% Interview & Book): Charlie Bradford, Rylie Brown, Abigail Crisler, Lora Current, Lillian Cushman, Jarrett Eckurd, Thomas Ford, Grace Forrest, Brayden Harlow, August Hartley, Maddox Havens, Mason Hess, Payton Hodge, Caitlyn King, Olivia Lawrence, Caleb Martin, Cody Matthew-Moore, Olivia Maurice, Cameron McDonald, Ava Moore, Lauren O’Brien, Makenna Parker, Taylor Rausch, Camrin Rice, Shelby Ritchie, Daytayviah Rodgers, Danielle Schipfer, Kari Smith, Zachary Warner, Dena Wilson, Dori Wilson